
eWater Systems was recognised for being among companies creating the most 
positive environmental impact based on an independent, comprehensive 
assessment administered by the non-profit B Lab

Honourees are featured on B the Change site www.bthechange.com

eWater Systems is an Australian owned biotech company, that supplies electrolysis units to generate simple, sustainable 
and highly effective alternatives to harmful packaged chemical cleaners and sanitisers. Because we exist to change the way 
we live our lives, we’re a registered B Corp, and we have made it our mission to reduce our worlds chemical footprint.

eWater Systems is honoured in the Best for the Environment list, which includes businesses that earned an Environment 
score in the top 10 percent of more than 2,100 Certified B Corporations on the B Impact Assessment. The full assessment 
measures a company’s impact on its workers, community, customers and the environment. To certify as B Corporations, 
companies like eWater Systems must complete the full assessment and have their answers verified by B Lab.

The Environment portion of the B Impact Assessment evaluates a company’s environmental performance through its 
facilities, materials, emissions, and resource and energy use. Companies answer questions about the environmental impact 
of their supply chain. The assessment also measures a company’s products capacity to solve environmental problems. 

Honourees scoring in the top 10 percent set a gold standard for the high impact that business as a force for good can make 
on nature around the world. eWater Systems made the list largely due to its game changing hygiene systems that reduce 
chemical and carbon footprint and business costs.

“These accolades are a reflection of the growing appetite for change from the use of outdated packaged chemicals towards 
sustainable alternatives that are simpler, safer, cheaper and more effective” says Founder, Phil Gregory. 

“We know that our products in use today are replacing up to 81 million litres in packaged chemicals that would have cost our 
clients more than $17m.

“But more importantly, the science shows that in almost all cases eWater is far more effective at quickly killing bacteria and 
microbial elements than harmful chemicals such as bleach”.

“Best for the Environment honourees like eWater Systems are redefining what it means to be an ‘environmentally-friendly’ 
business, ” says Jay Coen Gilbert, co-founder of B Lab. “We’re proud to shine a light on their achievement in a meaningful way. 
Best for the World is the only list of businesses making the greatest positive impact that uses comprehensive, comparable, 
third-party-validated data about a company’s social and environmental performance.”  The selection criteria for Best for the 
World honourees are available at http://bit.ly/29ZYRSp.
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eWater Systems are installed in over 300 leading Australian businesses, many are iconic sites such as Melbourne Cricket ground, the 

new International Convention Centre in Sydney, prestigious restaurants such as Aria, Vue de Monde, Rockpool Group and the new 

Stokehouse restaurant, and many hospitals such Royal Childrens, Victorian Cancer Care and even our Australian Parliament House. 

Independent academic peer reviewed research papers are in the hundreds and support this science unequivocally including our own 

rigorous testing at client sites such as the Austin Health Heidelberg Production Kitchen Trial 2007. 

”eWater was shown to perform at least as well if not better than the traditional cleaning and sanitising methods when used on 

surfaces and equipment” 

eWater Systems provides a range of benefits that address the daily challenges of maintaining the highest standards of 

environmental health and hygiene such as: 

• 98% lower operating cost than packaged chemicals:

• increased shelf life for washable fresh produce;

• improved hygiene outcomes due to effectiveness of eWater;

• reduction in OHS issues due to non-hazardous properties;

• reduced storage requirements due to onsite production;

• better experience for users as its non-toxic and hypoallergenic;

• reduced use of plastics and no impact on environment.

B Lab is a nonprofit organization that serves a global movement of people using business as a force for good.  Its vision is that one 

day all companies compete not only to be the best in the world, but the best for the world and society will enjoy prosperity for all 

for the long term.  

B Lab drives this systemic change by: 1) building a community of Certified B Corporations to make it easier for all of us to tell the 

difference between “good companies” and good marketing; 2) passing benefit corporation legislation to give business leaders 

the freedom to create value for society as well as shareholders; 3) helping businesses measure, compare and improve their social 

and environmental performance with the free B Impact Assessment; 4) driving capital to impact investments through use of its B 

Analytics and GIIRS Ratings platform. For more information, visit www.bcorporation.net.

B the Change exists to inform and inspire people who have a passion for using business as a force for good in the world. 

Because we believe that storytelling is an essential element in the transformation of business and society, we commit ourselves 

to telling the most compelling stories possible to the largest audiences possible to propel the movement of business toward its 

destiny as a powerful force for good. We want to dramatically broaden and deepen engagement with entrepreneurs, managers, 

employees, investors and citizens in one of the most important discussions of our time. 

Read all B the Change stories at www.bthechange.com.
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